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fficially established on October 27, 2011, the
Foundation for Liberty and Prosperity is
now in its fourth year of operation. Ably

led by its Board of Trustees—namely Chief Justice
(CJ) Artemio V. Panganiban, CJ Hilario G. Davide Jr.,
Washington Z. Sycip, Edilberto C. De Jesus, Elenita
C. Panganiban, Maria Theresa P. Mañalac, Jennifer
J. Manalili, Evelyn T. Dumdum and Joel Emerson J.
Gregorio—the FLP has steadily gained recognition
from its stakeholders and partners through its
various programs, projects, and activities.
The Foundation’s vision is a society that fully
appreciates the necessity of “Liberty & Prosperity”
and their essential interdependence. It underscores
FLP’s core philosophy, that liberty and prosperity

(Photo) FLP’s transfer to its new headquarters is one of its biggest
year-end targets. By January 2016, the FLP secretariat is expected
to hold office at the 3rd floor of PCCI Corporate Center, Makati City.

FLP Officers

are mutually inclusive. The Foundation’s mission

The FLP continues to serve its purpose through its FLP

is to educate the people regarding this fundamental

officers, namely CJ Artemio V. Panganiban (Chairman

and essential interrelation between liberty and

of the Board), Evelyn T. Dumdum (President),

prosperity by initiating, maintaining, organizing, and

Rebecca G. Felix (Treasurer), Joel Emerson J. Gregorio

supporting projects aimed at promoting, educating,

(Corporate Secretary) and its recently hired Executive

training, developing, assisting and protecting liberty

Director and Chief Operations Officer, Martin Angelo

and prosperity under the rule of law.

L. Esguerra.
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continued from page 1...
In addition, the chairs of the various
standing committees remain—CJ Artemio V.
Panganiban (Executive Committee), Washington Z.
Sycip (Finance Committee), CJ Hilario G. Davide Jr.
(Governance Committee), and Edilberto C. De Jesus
(Education Committee).
The officers were CJ Artemio V. Panganiban,
Chairman of the Board, Maria Elena P. Yaptangco,
President; Evelyn T. Dumdum, Executive Vice
President; Elenita C. Panganiban, Treasurer; and
Joel Emerson J. Gregorio, Corporate Secretary.
II. Ongoing Programs and Projects
The FLP was founded to perpetuate the core
judicial philosophy of then Chief Justice Artemio V.
Panganiban—that jurists and lawyers should not
only safeguard the liberty of our people but must
also nurture their prosperity under the rule of
law. In the first three years since its incorporation,
FLP focused on the following activities: (1) the
“Chief Justice Panganiban Professorial Chairs on Liberty
and Prosperity,” (2) the official FLP Website (www.
libpros.com), and (3) the “Liberty & Prosperity
Journal,” hitherto an e-newsletter.
Professorial Chairs Program
As the flagship project of the Foundation, the
Chief Justice Panganiban Professorial Chairs on
Liberty and Prosperity is being implemented for
three years now, following its launch on September
18, 2012, at the Metrobank Auditorium, Makati City.
The Metrobank Foundation partnered with the FLP
in this endeavor and has so far donated a total of
One Million Four Hundred Thousand Pesos
(P1,400,000.00) in co-sponsorship of the program.
FLP started with the appointment of nine
(9) deans of distinguished law schools and the
Chancellor of the Philippine Judicial Academy
(PhilJA). The Foundation wanted to encourage
educational institutions and law schools to
research and propagate the philosophy at the level
of the academia (including training of students,
professors, lawyers, and judges). The outputs varied
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in the form of traditional lectures, debates, and
moot court competitions. The written lectures from
the chair holders have been uploaded to the FLP
website and published in the Liberty & Prosperity
e-newsletter. These shall be compiled and will
eventually be published in a book and/or in other
modes of communications under the information,
education and communication projects of FLP.
The first batch of recipients include the
following deans of the top nine (9) law schools in
the Philippines, plus a tenth chair in the Philippine
Judicial Academy (PhilJA). These were—surnames
in alphabetical order—(1) Atty. Reynaldo U.
Agranzamendez (Dean, University of the Cordilleras
College of Law); (2) retired Supreme Court Justice
Adolfo S. Azcuna (Chancellor, PhilJA); (3) Atty.
Andres D. Bautista (Dean, Far Eastern University
Institute of Law); (4) Atty. Sedfrey M. Candelaria
(Dean, Ateneo de Manila School of Law); (5) Atty.
Danilo L. Concepcion (Dean, University of the
Philippines College of Law); (6) Atty. Jose Manuel
I. Diokno (Dean, De La Salle University College of
Law); (7) Atty. Nilo T. Divina (Dean, University of
Santo Tomas Faculty of Civil Law); (8) Atty. Joan
Sarausos-Largo (Dean, University of San Carlos
School of Law and Governance); (9) retired Supreme
Court Justice Eduardo B. Nachura (Chairman,
Arellano University Law Foundation); and (10) Atty.
Manuel Quibod (Ateneo de Davao University College
of Law). Regrettably, the 10th appointee failed to
respond to FLP’s cordial invitation and appointment
letter; hence he was eventually and decidedly
removed from the list of chair holders.
Two (2) chair holders were renewed, namely
(1) Atty. Sedfrey M. Candelaria (Dean, Ateneo de
Manila School of Law); and (2) Atty. Joan SarausosLargo (Dean, University of San Carlos School of
Law and Governance). In addition to the roster of
distinguished lecturers, we have recently included
Atty. Melencio S. Sta. Maria, Dean of the Far Eastern
University – Makati.
Notably, Dean Sedfrey M. Candelaria
delivered his commitment in full. The Ateneo Law
School Dean delivered his second public lecture
entitled “Comparative Analysis of the Memorandum
of Agreement on Ancestral Domain and the Framework

Agreement on the Bangsamoro” on November 29, 2013.
Thereafter, he organized an international moot court
competition at the Ateneo Justitia Hall from March 4
to 5, 2014.
Marking the second anniversary of the
Professorial Chairs on Liberty and Prosperity
(September 18, 2014), Deans Joan Sarausos-Largo
and Mikhail Lee L. Maxino delivered their public
lectures in September and November 2014, in
Cebu City and Dumaguete City, respectively. Dean
Concepcion of UP and Dean Sta. Maria of FEU have
yet to deliver their first lectures, despite their plans
to hold these within the year.
FLP Newsletter
The Foundation published and distributed its
e-newsletter “Liberty & Prosperity Journal” by the
second quarter of 2013. These were received in PDF
format by FLP’s network of VIPs, stakeholders,
and academics via email. The ten professorial chair
holders likewise received copies of the e-newsletter
and promised to disseminate them to their respective
law schools for the benefit of students and faculty
alike. FLP has so far released six (6) e-newsletters
with the two most recent issues (Volume II Issue 4
and Volume III Issue 1) completed in time for the
Philippine Council for NGO Certification (PCNC)
visit last March 16, 2015. Fifty (50) copies of the
last two issues were likewise printed for limited
distribution. The Foundation plans to
source funds from the World Bank for the
mass printing and distribution of these
newsletters.

dynamic feel as compared to the previous layout.
Updates with regard to the FLP Officers were also
included. New articles, activities, and events
are continuously being updated. The Secretariat
will continue to work with FLP's pro-bono website
administrator, Mr. Kristian Jeff C. Agustin, in order
to further improve it.
III. Recent Developments
FLP Secretariat and Acquisition of PCCI Property
In order to expedite ongoing projects as well as
implement future programs, the Foundation has
begun its planned establishment of an FLP Secretariat.
FLP started by hiring a chief operating officer to
run the day-to-day operations of the secretariat.
However, in order to hire additional support
staff and meet its operational and administrative
expenses, the Foundation needs a steady stream of
funds. For this purpose, the Foundation—through
the Chairman—has requested contributions from
several generous donors for the purchase of a 709 sq.
m. property located at the PCCI Corporate Center in
Makati. A small portion of said property shall serve
as the FLP Secretariat’s headquarters, while the rest
shall be leased out to provide funds for the FLP
Secretariat’s operational expenses. We have raised
a total of Thirty Million Pesos (P30 Million) for this,
which is being held in trust by the Foundation.

FLP Website
The Foundation’s official website has
undergone some changes, most notably
its new landing page. Visitors to the site
www.libpros.com will now arrive at the
“about” page that has been redesigned to
feature the two most recent article and/
or activity of the foundation as well as an
active slide showing notable events and
activities. This gives the website a more
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The Foundation formally requested Toyota
Motors Philippines Corporation to donate one
(1) Innova for the use of the Secretariat. This will
facilitate the implementation of the various projects
of the Foundation, particularly through liaising
with partners, donors and stakeholders as well as
delivering FLP output to target beneficiaries of its
programs/projects. This is pursuant to the earlier
verbal commitment by Toyota Motors Philippines
Corporation to provide said vehicle for the use of
the Foundation.
ALA General Assembly
and ASEAN Chief Justices Summit
As part of the Foundation’s thrust on information,
education and communication programs, FLP
recently co-sponsored the ASEAN Law Association
(ALA) General Assembly and the ASEAN Chief
Justices Summit together with the ALA and the
Supreme Court (SC) with financial assistance from
PLDT and the San Miguel Group. It was the FLP
Chairman who suggested the theme for the event,
i.e., “Sharing Prosperity at the Crossroads of ASEAN
Integration – the Legal Challenges.” The Foundation
also provided technical and financial assistance,
particularly with regard to the airfare expenses
of the Chief Justices from Myanmar, Cambodia
and Laos and their respective spouses. FLP
Chairman CJ Panganiban also delivered a speech on
entrepreneurship and the FLP philosophy during
the ALA Delegates’ Luncheon. The ALA General
Assembly was held at the Makati Shangri-La
Hotel last February 26, 2015, while the ASEAN Chief
Justices Summit was in Boracay from March 1 to 2, 2015.
Accreditation with the PCNC
On June 9, 2015, the Board of Trustees of PCNC
approved the Foundation’s application for
accreditation and resolved to endorse the same to
the Bureau of Internal Revenue for the issuance of a
Certificate of Donee Institution. This came after the
aforementioned site visit by the representatives
from PCNC conducted last March 16, 2015. After
going over the documents FLP prepared for their
review
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(Top photo) Retired Chief Justice Panganiban, FLP’s Chairman
delivering his speech entitled “ASEAN: Unleashing Entrepreneurial
Ingenuity” during the Opening Luncheon of the ASEAN Law
Association (ALA) General Assembly on February 26, 2015, at the
Makati Shangri-la Hotel, Makati City.
(Bottom photo) Chief Justice Maria Lourdes P.A. Sereno addressing
the delegates and formally opening the program, same day.

and conducting interviews with members of the BoT
and FLP staff as well as the Deans and law students
invited to participate during the site visit, PCNC
shared their observations and recommendations.
Most notable of these were the need to come up
with an operations manual, financial management
procedures, the establishment of an administrative
structure and revised organization structure as
well as guidelines for volunteers. As it were, all
these have been complied with as FLP now has a
Manual of Operations and Financial Management
Procedures duly approved by the Board of Trustees.

IV. Future Plans and Direction
With the planned establishment of the FLP Secretariat,
the Foundation will also begin to implement the
following programs and projects within a threeto five-year program framework:
IEC and ICT Projects
Apart from the information dissemination efforts of
the Foundation by means of e-newsletters and its
official website mentioned above, FLP will seek World
Bank (WB) sponsorship of its ICT (Information and
Communication Technology) and IEC (Information,
Education, and Communication) projects. Also, the
Foundation will spearhead the reconvening of the
Global Forum on Liberty and Prosperity on October
2016, marking the 10th year of the first one in 2006.
These high-profile projects are lined up to elevate
FLP’s philosophy to the international arena—to gain
traction and support outside the Philippines.
Centers for Liberty and Prosperity
On April 13, 2015, FLP met with Dean Melencio S. Sta.
Maria of FEU Institute of Law (FEU-IL) to discuss,
inter alia, the establishment of the Center for Liberty
and Prosperity within the school premises. A space
has already been provided for this and it was agreed
that a draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) will
be transmitted to FEU-IL for consideration of the
Board. Dean Sta. Maria, for his part, undertook to
take it up with the President of FEU-IL. Meanwhile,
a work plan is being prepared by the FLP Secretariat.
As regards the Center for Liberty and
Prosperity at the Ateneo Law School in Rockwell, the
Ateneo Law School has assured us that a space will
be provided for said purpose at the annex building
being constructed and the details will be discussed
soon after the constructions are finished.
Coffee Table Books on the Professorial Lectures
and Speeches of CJ Panganiban
FLP also had a meeting last April 15, 2015, with the
Metrobank Foundation regarding the updates on the

FLP Professorial Chairs as well as the publication
of two (2) coffee table books: one, a compilation
of the lectures and output delivered under the CJ
Panganiban Professorial Chair Program; and two, a
compilation of selected speeches of CJ Panganiban.
Metrobank Foundation agreed in principle to
sponsor said coffee table book projects and offered
to assist FLP in undertaking the same considering
that they have had several similar projects.
More Proactive Advocacy Program
As part of its thrust on education and information
dissemination, FLP will organize a contest among
students (candidates of doctor of jurisprudence)
for best thesis/dissertation or its equivalent in law
schools not offering the Juris Doctor program, that
espouses the philosophy of liberty and prosperity
under the rule of law. This would foster more
scholarly studies on FLP’s judicial philosophy,
encourage critical thinking and analysis and
eventually, a synthesis of the legal theory and
judicial philosophy of the Foundation.
Student Scholarships
Another program for education, FLP will provide
scholarships for deserving law students. The
intention is to cultivate the seeds of FLP’s judicial
philosophy and thus encourage future lawyers
to build their legal careers in promoting liberty
and prosperity under the rule of law, becoming
catalysts for its development and propagation. We
will be meeting with Mr. Philip Sing, the Executive
Director of the Tan Yan Kee Foundation, to discuss
partnership in bringing this project to fruition.
Basic Education on the Rule of Law Program
The Foundation will organize a program that
teaches the rule of law to elementary students. FLP
believes that young students represent the next
generation of the country, so this will be planting
seeds for the future.
In connection with this, the President
and the Executive Director met with Mr. Jonas
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Turingan of Libertas last April 17, 2015, to discuss
the continuation of the public education on the
rule of law or PERLAS project which the
Foundation aims to revive and implement under
the auspices of the World Bank with emphasis on
poverty alleviation and education. FLP seeks to
tap the World Bank and other foreign and local
funding sources in order to implement this major
program as part of its information, education and
communication thrust. Mr. Turingan has committed
to submit a concept note for this program.
Together with the More Proactive Advocacy
Program and the Student Scholarship program,
these three programs represent FLP’s three-pronged
education-centered thrusts in propagating, evolving
and developing its core philosophy.
Support to the Reform Program of the Judiciary and
the Ombudsman
In terms of its commitment to reforms, FLP plans
to work closely with the SC and the Office of the
Ombudsman in establishing a reform program
patterned after the SC’s Action Program for Judicial
Reform (APJR). The Foundation is planning to once
seek the assistance from the World Bank (which
provided the funding for the APJR) and other
international funding institutions in this endeavor.
Legal Education Reform Program
Another avenue as regards reform (as well as
education) is FLP’s plan to partner with the Legal
Education Board in developing a program to reform
the legal education in the Philippines.
FLP Museum
Apart from the Centers for Liberty and
Prosperity, the Foundation is looking at establishing
an FLP Museum where various memorabilia and
important items will be kept and made available
for viewing of the public. This will be through a
possible purchase of the entire floor of a building
in FEU Makati at cost which the Chairman has
proposed to the Chairman of FEU to be put up in
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the land purchased by FEU where the old 6-story
Zuellig building is located at the corner of Ayala and
Buendia Avenues. The Chairman of FEU said that
she will bring this proposal to the Board of FEU and
that she agrees in principle to sell one floor to the
Foundation.
V. Assets and Financial Position
As reported by then FLP President Maria Elena P.
Yaptangco in her First Annual Report (2012), the
Foundation was incorporated with a total of two million
pesos (P2,000,000.00) as initial funds, contributed by
retired Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban. Presently,
based on the 2014 Audited Financial Report presented
before and approved by the Board of Trustees, the
Foundation’s financial position reached a sum
of Thirty Eight Million Four Hundred Seventy-Four
Thousand Two Hundred Sixty-Two (P38,474,262.00)—
Thirty Million Pesos of which are being held in trust by
the Foundation for the aforementioned purchase of the
PCCI property in Makati.
Apart from its cash assets, the Foundation is
the recipient of copyrights over the “Ageless Passion”
musical compositions of Mr. Ryan Cayabyab and
lyrics thereto by Mr. Kristian Jeff C. Agustin. Mr.
Cayabyab’s professional fees amounting to four
hundred thousand pesos (P400,000.00) were paid
for directly by several friends of our Chairman, led
by businessman Eduardo Yap. Atty. Joel Emerson
J. Gregorio, FLP Corporate Secretary, obtained
copyrights of these works from the government.
To date, the Foundation has not incurred
any salaries and personnel expenses. The Executive
Director and Chief Operating Officer, Atty. Martin
Angelo L. Esguerra, is being given an allowance
by The Baron Travel Corporation until the FLP
Secretariat can be fully established through the
purchase and subsequent leasing out of the PCCI
property which shall cover, among others, the
salary of the ED and other personnel to be hired.
In addition, the Board of Trustees are meeting
quarterly pro bono. Regular meetings, including
meals and snacks, are generously hosted by Chief
Justice & Mrs. Artemio V. Panganiban at 1203
Acacia, Dasmariñas Village, Makati. •

ASEAN:
Unleashing Entrepreneurial Ingenuity
Address delivered by retired Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban during the Opening Luncheon
on February 26, 2015 of the 12th General Assembly of the ASEAN Law Association (ALA) held
at the Makati Shangri-la Hotel, Makati City, Philippines.

I

.thank Attorney Avelino V. Cruz, incoming
.President of the ASEAN Law Association
.or ALA, for inviting me to speak during this
Opening Luncheon of the 12th ALA General
Assembly. Ave and I go a long way as friends and
members of ALA; we participated in many activities
of our organization since its founding in 1979. He
asked me to talk on our General Assembly’s theme
of “Sharing Prosperity at the Crossroads of ASEAN
Integration – the Legal Challenges.” I think that the
theme presupposes, and I agree, that before it can be
shared, prosperity must first be created
Limitless truths

Let me begin with a famous quotation of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr., “If a man does not have a
job or an income, he has neither life nor liberty
nor the possibility for the pursuit of happiness.”
Let me repeat that “If a man does not have a job
or an income, he has neither life nor liberty nor the
possibility for the pursuit of happiness.”
It may seem ironic that in beginning my
speech before the judicial and legal greats of our
ASEAN region, I should be citing an American civil
rights icon, a foreigner in our 10 member countries.
But I quoted him not because of his nationality, color,
gender or religion. I quoted him because of the truth
he said so simply but so profoundly.
I cited him because precisely of my belief
that truth is eternal and limitless; that truth is not
bound by sovereignty, or territory, or ideology,
or legality; that what is true in America is also true in
the Philippines, in the ASEAN, and in the world. And
that truth is this: humans need both justice and
jobs; freedom and food; ethics and economics;
peace and development; liberty and prosperity;

“

The best way to conquer poverty,

to create wealth and to share prosperity is to
unleash the entrepreneurial genius of people by
granting them the freedom and the tools
to help themselves and society.”
these twin beacons must always go together; one is
useless without the other.
My friends, many of you are aware that I
have always espoused “Liberty and Prosperity” as
the twin anchors of my being as a lawyer and as a
jurist. Many of you attended my valedictory activity
as chief justice of my country when on October 1820, 2006, I convened a “Global Forum on Liberty and
Prosperity” here in this very venue of our General
Assembly, the Makati Shangri-la Hotel. Thank you,
indeed, for honoring me with your attendance in
that global meeting of 300 jurists, legal professionals
and academics.
Now, even in retirement, I still continue
my advocacy for these twin beacons of liberty
and prosperity. Thus in 2011, five years after my
retirement from the judiciary, when I celebrated my
75th birthday, I organized the Foundation for Liberty
and Prosperity, which is now honored to co-sponsor
this General Assembly, together with the Philippine
Supreme Court and the Philippine ASEAN Law
Association Chapter.
To repeat, there are certain truths that
transcend sovereignties, territories, ideologies and
legalities. And one of those truths is this: The best
way to conquer poverty, to create wealth and to
share prosperity is to unleash the entrepreneurial
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genius of people by granting them the freedom
and the tools to help themselves and society.
Saving the fisherman
Let me prove my thesis by quoting a popular adage
from Confucius, “Give a man a fish and you feed
him for a day. Teach him to fish and you feed him
for a lifetime.” Indeed, to save a fisherman from
destitution, we must help him learn how to fish
more effectively. We must educate him in the skills
needed to catch fish more efficiently, assist him in
acquiring a boat, allow him the freedom to sail the
vast oceans, and teach him the techniques to market
the fish he catches.
Sometimes, some of us fear that the fisherman
may get lost and die in the storms that batter the
seas; or that he may become selfish and would
want to own the entire ocean and its vast resources;
or that he may become too rich and powerful and
metamorphose into a rival, an enemy, or worse, a
master. Such fears of possible misjudgments may
indeed happen some of the time. Human arrogance,
greed, and avarice lurk in all undertakings. But they
are the exceptions rather than the rule. We
must never stop dreaming for fear that reality may
shatter our dreams. That is part of the interesting
reality of being human.
On the other hand, I respectfully believe
that the goal of governance and of law is to provide
guarantees and incentives to help the fisherman
prosper, to create the institutions to support him,
and to promulgate minimal regulations to prevent
him from appropriating all the fishing grounds,
from keeping all the earnings to himself and from
forgetting his obligation to pay reasonable taxes to
the government. Indeed, government must inspire
him to share his consequential wealth with the rest
of society

because of the pioneers who defied monarchical
tyrannies and started a new nation that unleashed
the inventive, innovative and entrepreneurial
spirit of people like Thomas Edison, Nikola Tesla,
Cornelius Vanderbilt, John Rockefeller, Andrew
Carnegie, Henry Ford and J.P. Morgan, and of great
government leaders like Franklin Delano Roosevelt
and Dwight Eisenhower who provided them with
the encouragement to attain their dreams and the
good governance to contain their greed and share
their wealth.
Then, let us go to China, the second most
powerful economy in the world and the prime
promoter of the communist system. True, Mao
Zedong led the masses in a revolt that dislodged
the corrupt and inefficient government born of an
outdated monarchy. But it was Deng Xiaoping who
led this nation to unparalleled economic prosperity
by unleashing the entrepreneurial ingenuity of the
Chinese under his “One-Country-Two-Systems”
philosophy.
Finally, let me bring you to Korea. As a
result of World War II, this country was divided into
North and South, which unfortunately could not
accept their division and engaged in a terrible war
that ruined their economies and impoverished their
people. Rising from the ruins, South Korea relied
on the entrepreneurial spirit of the Korean people
and built on their private initiative as well as on the
notion that innovation, creativity, freedom and hard
work would enable them to conquer their poverty,
provide for their family’s well-being and attain
affluence.
In contrast, North Korea—despite its technological and military bravado—wallow in abject
poverty as a result of its tight grip on creativity and
inordinate fear of the entrepreneurship, education,
freedom, and prosperity of its people.
Entrepreneurship in ASEAN

Validating the truth
Let me take you briefly around the world to
validate this simple truth. The United States, the
most powerful country in the world and the great
promoter of liberal democracy, attained affluence
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Let us now examine ASEAN. Our region as a whole
is the focus – yes, the darling – of the world. Some
of its members, like Singapore, have attained first
world status. Malaysia and Thailand are exemplars
on how to propel economies. And during the past

few years, the VIPs of the world – Vietnam,
Indonesia, and the Philippines – have exhibited
enviable records of GDP growths.
Why? Because our peoples’ entrepreneurial
spirit had been unleashed even if inadequately in
some places; because our permanent institutions are
being strengthened and relied upon, instead of upon
the apron strings of our temporary leaders; because
our educational standards have been uplifted
and have released the spirit of the fisherman in
us; because our governments are learning that the
best way of governing is to govern the least and
to allow people to freely use their innovation and
initiative, interfering only to check avarice and to
level the playing field. Indeed, the primary role of
government is to create just societies; to focus on
improving access to the basic necessities of food,
clean water, education, infrastructures (roads,
bridges, airports, etc.), health care, decent incomes
and jobs, to honor commitments made in good faith,
and to protect property rights.
The peoples of the world and of ASEAN have
different histories, traditions, cultures, ideologies
and mindsets. But I dare say, all of them need liberty
and prosperity. Some countries, taking into account
their unique backgrounds, start with improving their
people’s economic lives first and restrict
temporarily in measured stages their political liberty.
Some others begin with political liberty thinking that
their economy would flourish as a necessary
consequence. Still, some others rise with a combination
of both liberty and prosperity at the very beginning.
I think that such differing starts and focus are
necessary for the growth of nations. But, I also
firmly believe that eventually and inevitably, all the
peoples of the world need and deserve liberty
and prosperity in equal measure.
Conquering poverty
In his speech before a convocation at Howard
University in Washington, D.C., World Bank
President Jim Yong Kim, an American of Korean
descent whom I met during a reception hosted
by our President Benigno Aquino III, grimly said
that “the world/s richest 85 people have as much

combined wealth as the poorest 3.6 billion.”
The 2014 “Key Indicators” of the Asian
Development Bank show that this glaring disparity
in wealth distribution is not as grotesque in the
ASEAN region. Indeed, ASEAN as a whole is
fortunate to suffer less poverty and to enjoy
more affluence than many parts of the world. Still, I
say that we cannot ignore the injustice of wealth
inequality and the need to share prosperity.
Let me illustrate why. Let us say that our
next door neighbor in our village contracts the
deadly dengue disease. Would we not help him
fumigate his house and drain the idle water in his
yard because the culprit mosquito is capable of
flying into our homes, without respecting our
fence and our legal certificate of home ownership?
Of course, we will – out of self-protection, if
not out of love for him. In the same manner, if a bird
flu epidemic breaks out in Cambodia, the neighboring countries, if not the entire ASEAN community, would surely come out and help
eradicate the disease, remembering that the birds
causing the disease will not respect or care about the
sovereignty and territorial limits of states. The above
examples are simple. But from simplicity
really comes the wisdom of sharing and
caring for the less fortunate, for the poor, for
the least, lost and last.
Eliminating impediments
Indeed, our General Assembly’s theme of “Sharing
Prosperity” and specifically our desire to solve the legal
challenges that impede our altruistic goal should
be foremost in our minds when we tackle, in full session
or in separate workshops, the various topics we have
drawn
to
meet
these challenges, namely,
the “Legal
Profession, Alternative
Dispute
Resolution, International
Law,
Trade
and
Investment, and Legal Education.”
Some legal impediments to the ASEAN
integration of trade, investments, services and skilled
labor may be formidable, like constitutional restrictions
on ownership of land, media, public utilities,
natural resources and the like. Consequently,
they may take some time to resolve. But some are
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ASEAN: Unleashing Entrepreneurial Ingenuity
(continued from page 9)
really simple, like facilitating the opening of new
businesses.
Karl Kendrick Chua, Senior Country
Economist of the World Bank, in a speech before
the American Chamber of Commerce on January
29, 2015, said that “in the Philippines, it takes 34
days and 16 steps to start a business, and it costs
17 percent of per capita income, compared to 6
days, 3 steps, and 7 percent of per capita income
in Malaysia.” Certainly, the lawyers of ASEAN can
easily help solve this simple problem by tapping
Malaysia as the model. Indeed, we can solve many
legal impediments by simply sharing the solutions
already formulated by our ASEAN brothers.
I am sure that this afternoon and during the
next two days of our General Assembly, the simple
problems can be resolved immediately while the
formidable ones can be planned more intensely in
future meetings.
Today, at the start of our General Assembly,

I see happy and optimistic faces among you my dear
colleagues. And on our last day, as reports of our
workshops are read, discussed and approved during
our closing session, I expect to see even happier
faces for, by then, we would have accomplished our
mission.
Thank you. Maraming salamat po. •
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